Kos
Kos is the third largest island of the Dodecanese only narrowly surpassed by Karpathos ,and
second largest in terms of population (35.000),overshadowed by Rhodes. Its relatively
modest size credentials allow for an unusual (for a Greek isle) scope of activities and events
to be at the disposal of the knowing and most importantly willing visitor during his stay.

The international airport, the harbor and the marina combined with an accurately organized
and maintained net of rural transportation constitute the backbone of the local infrastructure.
Kos Island has over the years become a synonym to biking. A signature mark of summer’s
coming, thousands of visitors touring the mostly flat island on a bicycle. However the
prevalence of the bicycle does not imply insufficiency in public transportation, with busses,
taxies and rental services connecting the most remote corners of the island to the town. The
island’s expansive and fabulous beaches and natural beauty join with near daily parade of
traditional festivities to provide true rest and relaxation. Historical monuments, a testament
to the crossroads of peoples and their cultures that the island poises ,the churches, unique
and characteristic architecture as well as the world famous Asklepieion make for the schedule
of successful vacations. However, what granted Kos its stature among the most popular
resorts on a global level, are its people. Organized in small family business units the natives
know how to extend and exercise Greek hospitality like no other, in their quest to fill your trip
with local flavors, serenity and if you so wish with entertainment. If all this however falls
short on your expectations consider the island as a headquarters providing the necessary
lodgings to explore the surrounding islands and the Turkish ports nearby.
Allies by your side during your stay, boasting an inventory of analytical studies and
perpetually updating databases ,the portal of maritime tourism designed under the care of
the municipality of Kos as well as the observatory are available to guide your every step and
map the way to your every desire readily and willingly.

